
        
 
                                         ANDE DELUXE GARDEN LANTERN STAND ASSEMBLY                      
Wear gloves.  Ensure care to yourself and others during: unpackaging, assembly, and use of the Ande 
Deluxe Garden Lantern Stand holder.   During assembly avoid harm with The Lantern Stand holder 
stakes AND edges by wearing gloves.   

 
Thank you for your purchase of the Ande Deluxe Garden Lantern Stand! 

 
Your Ande Deluxe Garden Lantern Stand is made of galvanized steel and will provide many years of use and 
enjoyment with careful assembly and care. 
 
CONTENTS: 
 2 complete flat panels with three holes on each panel 
 2 bent panels with the lantern holder on the top (bent) with three hooks on each panel. 
 1 garden lantern lamp canister 

ASSEMBLY 
 QR Code in the upper right-hand corner for instructional assembly video. 

STEP ONE:   
 Moisten area the Ande Deluxe Garden Lantern is to be placed.  Moisten area with a garden hose liberally.  

Allow the area to absorb water 5” deep prior to installation to avoid damage to the stand holder stakes.   
STEP TWO:   
 Lay one flat panel on an even surface.  The stake should be on the left 

side.   
STEP THREE:   
 Place a bent panel perpendicular to the side of the flat panel.  Match 

the hooks to meet the holes of the flat panel on the flat surface.   
The stake should be on the left side.   

 Affix the hooks by sliding the bent panel.   
STEP FOUR:  
 Repeat steps 2 & 3 for the next bent panel to the opposite side. The stake should be on the left side.   
STEP FIVE: 
 Hold the two bent panels perpendicular and affix/slide the remaining flat panel on top. The stake should be 

on the left side.   
 All four panels should now be assembled.   
STEP SIX: 
 During transport, hold/carry the Ande Deluxe Garden Lantern by the flat panels * ONLY * to the area of 

ground softened in step one. 
  STEP SEVEN: 
 Apply centered even pressure atop the * TWO BENT PANEL * portions – press the Ande Deluxe Garden 

Lantern into the pre-moistened ground.     
STEP EIGHT: Place lantern canister on the Ande Deluxe Garden Lantern Stand holder stand.   
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